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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following processes is described in the statement below?
"It is the process of implementing risk response plans, tracking identified risks, monitoring
residual risk, identifying new risks, and evaluating risk process effectiveness throughout the
project."
A. Identify Risks
B. Monitor and Control Risks
C. Perform Quantitative Risk Analysis
D. Explanation:
Monitor and Control Risk is the process of implementing risk response plans, tracking identified
risks, monitoring residual risk, identifying new risks, and evaluating risk process effectiveness
throughout the project. It can involve choosing alternative strategies, executing a contingency
or fallback plan, taking corrective action, and modifying the project management plan.
E. Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis
Answer: B
Explanation:
is incorrect. This is the process of prioritizing risks for further analysis or action by accessing
and combining their probability of occurrence and impact. Answer:C is incorrect. This is the
process of determining which risks may affect the project and documenting their
characteristics. Answer:B is incorrect. This is the process of numerically analyzing the effect of
identified risks on overall project objectives.

NEW QUESTION: 2

A customer has complained that paint is peeling off a product recently purchased from a
supplier. A team is formed in the supplier plant to solve the problem and follow these steps:
{exhibit 534}
Which of the following methods best describes the problem-solving approach used by the
team?
A. Pareto analysis
B. Brainstorming
C. Five why's
D. Fishbone analysis
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option A
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option B
Answer: A
Explanation:
The difference is that IQueryable<T> is the interface that allows LINQ-to-SQL (LINQ.-to-anything
really) to work. So if you further refine your query on an IQueryable<T>, that query will be
executed in the database, if possible.
For the IEnumerable<T> case, it will be LINQ-to-object, meaning that all objects matching the
original query will have to be loaded into memory from the database.
Topic 2, ASP.NET MVC
Background
You are developing an ASP.NET MVC application in Visual Studio 2012 that will be used to
process orders.
Business Requirements
The application contains the following three pages:
*A page that queries an external database for orders that are
ready to be processed. The user can then process the order.
*A page to view processed orders.
*A page to view vendor information.
The application consumes three WCF services to retrieve external data.
Technical Requirements
Visual Studio Solution:
The solution contains the following four projects.
*ExternalQueue: A WCF service project used to
communicate with the external order database.
*OrderProcessor: An ASP.NET MVC project used for
order processing and logging order metadata.
*OrderUpload: A WCF service project used to
submit order data to an external data source.
*Shipping: A WCF service project used to acquire
shipping information.
ExternalQueue Project:

Entity Framework is used for data access. The entities are defined in the ExternalOrders.edmx
file as shown in the following diagram.
The project contains two services defined in the following files.
*IExternalQueueService.es
*ExternalQueueService.svc.
The ExternalQueue.Helpers namespace contains a definition for a class named OrderNotFound
Exception.
OrderProcessor Project:
Entity Framework is used for data access. The entities are defined in the ProcessedOrders.edmx
file as shown in the following diagram.
The classes are contained in the OrderProcessor.Entities namespace. The project contains the
following two controllers.
*InboundQueueController.es
*ProcessedOrderController.es
WCF service proxies to the ExternalQueue, Shipping and OrderUpload services have been
generated by using the command prompt. The ExecuteCommandProcedure() method in the
ExternalQueueService.svc file must run asynchronously.
The ProcessedOrderController controller has the following requirements.
The GetVendorPolicy() method must enforce a 10 minute absolute cache expiration policy.
The GetProcessedOrders() method must return a view of the 10 most recently processed
orders.
OrderUpload Project:
The project contains two services defined in the following files:
*IUploadCallbackService.es
*UploadCallbackService.svc
Data Access is maintained in a file named UploadOrder.es.
Shipping Project:
Entity Framework is used for data access. The entities are defined in the ExternalOrders.edmx
file as shown in the following diagram.
The Custom Tool property for ExternalOrders.edmx has been removed.
POCO classes for the Entity Model are located in the ShippingAddress.es file. The POCO entity
must be loaded by using lazy loading.
The project contains two services defined in the following files.
*IShippingService.es
*ShippingService.svc.
The IShippingService contract must contain an operation that receives an order number as a
parameter. The operation must return a class named ShippingInfo that inherits from a class
named State.
Application Structure

NEW QUESTION: 4
Examine these parameters that are set for your Oracle 12c database instance:
Examine these steps:
* Set the evolve task parameters.
* Create the recommendations in the task by using the DBMS_SPM. IMPLEMENT_EVOLVE_TASK
function.
* Implement the recommendation in the task by using DBMS_SPM . IMPLEMENT_EVOLVE_TASK

function.
* Execute the evolve task by using the DBMS_SPM . EXCUTE_EVOLVE_TASK function.
* Report the task outcome by using the DBM. REPORT_EVOLVE TASK function.
Identify the minimum number of steps in the correct order to manually evolve SQL plans.
A. 2, 4, 5
B. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
C. 1, 2, 4, 5
D. 2, 1. 4. 3. 5
Answer: C
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